all the faults and the builders insurance should reflect this. With most home loans taken out to 30 years, the longevity of the
building should reflect this reality by being able to not have significant or ongoing issues in this time period. If the currect
building standards will not enable a building to last more than 20 years good service the standards should be changed. All the
controls I have seen should enable a building to last longer than this if built properly/ This also compounds the stress on the
insurance industry as the issues cost alot more to fix after the build than during and insurance costs will skyrocket beyond
affordability further increasing costs of housing above current high levels. The community eventually pay a high price for the
small profit increase of builders and developers. Real estate agents have been covering up concrete not set fully even when the
building is finished by painting over the peeling paint before sales and rent to gain sales further compounding the issue.
The water proofing is one of the worst of all issues I have seen and designs in building should produce livable areas not requiring
ongoing repair. The cost is born by families and other unit purchasers. Designs for emergency fire escapes is poorly designed and
all to ensure the increased short term profit. This is not just limited to cities and units with rural towns often not having even the
minimum requirements for fire mitigation being implimented due to poor council and ceretifiers not being regulated. Councils,
certifyers and the state government have dropped the ball on this area and lives will be lost when the fire seasons come calling.
The cost to the community is very high and will be born by the less fortunate and lower socioeconomic community members,
people who are least likely to be able to survive without health impacts and recover. The management of these two issues is
nothing short of a disgrace.
A potential solution is to firstly ensure all levels of assessment including councils, certifiers, designers, engineers and all working
in the building quality control do their job properly and up to the current standard. The next is to ensure this checking is done by
groups who are not paid for by the builders/developers or owners. The independancy of this checking is required to ensure staff
have no incentive to approve development without appropriate assessment. Making examples by prosecution of the larger
companies or directors would show the government is serious and reinstate some community confidence. Focusing on the smaller
people such as individual designers and engineers for prosecution will make the issues worse as the people in charge already are
arrogant and believe they are above reproach.
Secondly, the current situation were anyone awaiting development approval can ask and obtain information about the actual
individuals making the assessments including council staff, certifiers and governmental staff should be banned and outed as a
clear breach of proper process. If there is any breach of protocol and bias, the regulator is the appropriate group to make these
inquiries. Anyone else clearly has a potential bias and should be exluded from the assessment process.
Finally and not least, the development industry and anyone waiting on development approval should not be allowed to make
contributions to any political party while there is a development approval pending. If serious about dealing with the issues at the
root cause of breaches in process and standards, all financial contributions should be banned from developers to any political
party or anyone in the decision making process for at least a year before any development approval process has been begun or
been decided. Even if there is no inpact, the current thinking is there is and development approval requestors act as if they will
gain approval due to this, and in the past history has shown they do gain approval. Community confidence would also be
improved if this was instigated.
Thankyou for your time
Timothy Nott
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